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ARTICLE "No. 22. 

Modern Tibetan Phonetics. 

With special reference to the Dialect of Central Tibet . . 
By GEoRGES DE RoERICH. , 

The vast elevated country of Tibet is inter;ected into 
•numerous deep valleys, separated from each other by mighty 
mountain ranges sometimes difficult of access. The forbidding 
character of the country, its bleak uplands of the · north, bare 
wind-swept mountain sides, and mighty snow ranges, witnesses 
of centuries of evolution, roade a lasting and powerful imprint 
on the hillmen of Tibet, their culture and language. The region 

• between the upper course of the Yangtse and the /Huang ho in 
North-West China is said to have been the original home of the 
Tibeto-Chinese race. The forefathers of modern Tibetans 
invade.d the country from the Not"th-East. The high table
laR-ds of Koko-nor (about 10,000 ft .), and the surrounding moun
tain country afforded sufficient grazing for the moving hordes, 
and their cattle. It is from ~his giga11tic 'place d'armes' that 
the hordes of ancient Tibetans, displaced by some other mighty 
human avalanch~, had been forced to seek new pasture grounds, 
descending the river valleys of Eastern Tibet into Khams and the 
South-Eastern corner of the country. Eastern Tibet is a highly 
inters~ted mountain country, and affords but little opportunity 
for cattle ·breeding and nomad li fe in general. The character of 
the country forced the raw n<?~acJ~.-~o take '\lP agricul ture, and 
to settle along the fertile rivet ;v'!tlleys., F!'o~ here some of the 
new~omers moved up the stream"· of the Brahmaputra, and 
settled in the fertile loess-covered valleys of Central Tibet, such 
as the Kyi-chu, Nyang-chu, and the Yalung. • 

Another body of the invaders moving from the Koko-nor 
region across the northern uplands, struck the mighty barrier 
of the ~yen-chen Thang La, and was forced to turn westwards 
along the northern slopes of the Transhimalayas south of the 
Great Lakes, searching for an easy passage across the mountains 
into the basin of the Tsang-po or Brahmaputra. The great 
pilgrim route from Nag-chu and Nafu-rn to the Kailasa 
mountains probably represents an ancient migration rpute. I 
hope to discuss in a separate article the question of this route, 
and the curious megalithic monuments that are found all along 
its length. 

The valleys suited for eultivation in Central and Southern 
Tibet, and some of the fertile wooded valleys in the south-east 
of the country, have been the birth-places of Tibetan culture. 
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Here a population of sedentary tribes created the theocratic 
culture of Tibet, moulded from the rich heritage of cultural 
achievements inherited from Chin.a, and India. • Here also the 1 
pious efforts of many of the translator<~ of sacred scriptures of 
Buddhism, gave a definite form to the written idiom of Tibet, 
which still remains the Latin of Buddhist Central Asia. The 
tribes, who populated these valleys, thro ugh many of which 
flow the mightiest streams of Asia, speak a variety of dialects 
sprung from a common root represented by the vast treasury 
of the written language codified for posterity by the remark
able efforts of a band of Indian and native schol s. This 
stupendous work started in the second half of the Vllth century• 
A.D. has been crowned with full success, for it succeeded in 
creating from the raw sp.eech of the nomads a written idiom 
subtle enough t.o render the abstruse cot1cepts of Buddhist 
thought. The difficulties of intercommunication between the 
different valleys, and the absence of any levelling influence on 
the ma.ny local dialects, which could be exercised by a power- • 
fnl seat of civilization, produced the great diversity of spoken 
idioms. The written language into which the Buddhist Canon 
has been tranBlated, Tibetan in words, and Sanskrit in syntax, 
has always been a heritage of the literary class. The popular 
language continued · to develop on national lines, creating a 
written language of its own, widely different from the language 
of the Kanjiir and Tanjiir. • 

... The deep cut valleys of Central and South-Eastern Tibet 
border· on the north and north-east on a large belt of elevated 
pasture lands or "<j.ok" which stretches itself across the whole 
of northern Tib~t from t.he Kansu border to the frontiers of 
Ladak ic. the west. Here a scanty population of nomad tribes 
the Nya-rong was, the Go-logs, Pa-nags, the !lor-pas, and Chang
pas, have preserved the archaic forms of Tibetan speech. 
The wind and gale-swept dreary uplands, with their s< .. nty 
nomad encampments of lugubrious black felt tents still preserve 
the aknosphere of an early migratory age. A thorough study of 
these tribes from. the point of view of ethnology; archaeology, 
and linguistics, would undoubtedly AJVeal a good many impor
tant data, and complete the picture of early migrations in · ' 
Innermost Asia. 

It is difficult to speak at present about the e ·olution of 
Tibetan dialects, because of an almost complete absenoe of mono
graphic studies of single dialects. The, isolated state of the 
country, and the century-old policy of excluding a1l foreigners, 

·prevented the linguist from entering the country, and to study 
and rec.ord its living forms pf speech. Such great work in study
ing spoken dialects of China, and reconstructing the phonetic 
structure of ancient Chinese, as performed by such masters as 
Pelliot, Karlgren, and H. Maspero, and the recording and des
cription of modern Mongal dialects performed by such scholars 
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as Rudnev, Ra,mstedt, and Vladimircov, is lacking almost com
pletely in the domain of Tibetan Philology. The study of Tibe-

\ tan was made necessary by the almost complete absence of 
Sanskrit originals of Buddhist scriptures, ahd all efforts were 
directed to the study of the written language. This phase of 
study bas been brilliantly inaugurated by the self-dtmying work 
of the great Hungarian scholar, Alexander Csomu de Koros, the 
greatest n~tme on the Tibetan path. The study of modern 
idioms remained in oblivion until the second half of the last 
century, when appeared tho meritorious efforts of the Rev. 
Jaschke, .embodied in the introduction to his Tibetan-English 
bictionary, and in several articles published in the Journal of 
the Asiatic Society of Bengal, and the Zeitschrift d. Deutschen 
Morgenli:i.ndischen Gesellschaft, and the pioneer work ( • the late 
Professor August Conrady on the Comparative Gramn1ar of the 
Indo-Chinese Family o£ Languages. Since the beginning of 
this century learned articles by Dr. A. H. Francke, of the Mora-

• vian Mission, on the dialects of Ladak, and Tibetan phonetics 
in general, the suggestive articles of Dr. B. Laufer, always full 
of precious donumentation, on the phonetic structure of-ancient 
Tibetan (IXt.h A.D.), and numerous grammars of spoken Tibe
tan, among whic1l the Grammar of Colloquial Tibetan by Sir 
Charles Bell (Calcutta, 1919), and the "Tibetan Manual" by 
Henderson stand foremost, have touched to some extent the 
virgin field of ~1.1dern Tibetan phonetics. The monumental 
Linguistic Survey of India by Sir George Grierson contains in 
Vol. III, Part 1; descriptions of phonetic and morphological 
structure of various western and southern Tibetan dialects, 
includi1~g the Central Tibetan, and even a brief sketch of 
the Khams dialect. 

Mouographical studies of the principal dialects, such as the 
Lhasa dialect, which presents the greatest number· of difficulties 
to thtl ear of 'the student, the Khams dialect, the Amdo dialect, 
and one of the archaic nomad dialects, should be laid at the 
foundation of a Linguistic Survey of Tibet. Naturally tht!time 
when such a work could be adequately fulfilled is still far off, 
and we have to .satisfy ourselves with the existing meagre 
evi'dence furnished by the accounts of different travellers who 
explored the country. Only on the completion of such monogra
phic studies, shall we be able to draw conclusions about the 
ancient state of the language. 

My recent stay in Tibet, and continuous intercourse with 
Tibetane. from various parts of the country for the past five 
years, gave me ample opportunity to study the spoken idiom 
of modern Tibetan. I propose here to make a brief sketch of 
the phonetic structur~ of modern Tibetan as spoken in the 

.Central Provinces of D and Tsang, making some references to 
the phonetic structure of ancient Tibetan (the language of the 
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VIIth and IXth centuries A.D. attested by native gram· 
marians) , and the pec.uli!U:ities of local pronunciations in 
different dialects. 1 

The whole country can be conveniently divided into five 
l~ngu istic areas :- · · 

I.-Dialects of Western J.I'ibet. (Ladaki, Lahul, and the 
archaic dialects of Broltistan· and Purig). The so called 
-...- . . ....._. co.... -...-

. -~"'-~"', Tti-ke is the dialect_ of the ~"'· ~c::~·~~·~~·9~~ 
To· J8"a-ri Kor-sum Pro vin;e, and represents a.n interconnecting 
link b'etwi)en the dialects.. of the far west, and th; se of tM 
Central Provinces of Tibet Proper. 

This western group Qf dialects is by far the best known, 
except for the dialect of To. 

H.-Dialects of Central Tibet. (The Lhasa dialect or 

"'s~·~"'' U-ke, with a sub-dialect spoken in the valley of the • 

Pon-ch u. and the Tsang dialect) ' Thl.' Lhasa dialect has been 
described in numerous grammars of which the best are by 
Sir Charles. Bell, and Mr. Henderson . The Tsang dialect is. 
still little known, although a .good many Europeans have lately 
visited T~(lh i-lhunpo and tlle Province. The differences bet
ween the U dialect and the Tsang· dialect is more in vocabulary, 
than in phopetics. The Tsang dialect is .richer in . literary 

expressions. Ex. the pronoun .:::!"'tlj' bdag, pronounced. 'dak' 
. . ... 

is commonly used in the T~ang dialect, whereas in the U dialect 

c::·, ua is used i~stead of it. The Tsang dialect u~es ~''OtT], 

'u-cag for the Lhasa c::·;(,• ua-t§ho, pronounced ua:p.-t§l:l.o" we". 
. ' . 

ITI .-Di'alects of Southern Tibet. · (The dialect of ':!'~-mo 
or ChJl mbi Valley, and the various Himalayan dialects of Tibe
tan stock) . 

. The group of dialects has been described in the Linguistic 
Survey of India, Vol. III, Part l. 

IV.-Dialects of Eastern and South-Eastern Tibet. . (The 
dialect of Khams j the region round Chamdo /, the dialect of 
Amdo-Derge, and dialects of Kong-po, Po-yul. and the Thha-
rong). · 

The dialects belonging to this group are almost completely 
unknown. In Vol. III, Part 1, of the Linguistic Survey of 
India is found a brief sketch of the Khams d'ialect. Rev. 
Jasch ke in the phonetic table appended .to the Introduction of 
his. Tibetan-English Dictionary bas given the pronunciations of 
an Eastern Tibetan dialect without !!-pecifying it. W. Rock
bill in his "The Land of the Lamas" (New York, 1891) has 

• 
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given a short phonetic table of different pro.1unciations accord
ing to Eastern and Central Tibetoo dialects. (Amdo, Pa-nag, 

\Li-thang and ':(.sha-rong). The Dictionaire Tibetain-Latin
Fran<;:ais by Roman Catholic missionaries published in 1899 
at Hongkong contains a number of words and expressions used 
in these dialects. ~~ 

V.-The archaic nomad dialects, consisting of the dialect of 
Nya·rong, the dialect. of Go-log with the sub-dialects of the 
Pa-nags, the dialect of the Hor·pas, and the dialect of the Chang· 
pas, the northerners, spoken in the vast· region from N am-ru 
~n the nort,h·east to far into the To lja-ri Kor-sum Pro>ince 
where it imperceptibly merges into the dialect of To. 'rhe 
Hor dialect or Hor-ke can be divided into two sub-dialects, the 
sub-dialect of the Hor·pas north of the Thang La Range, and the 
sub-dialect of the Hor-pas south of the Thang La, (the five trib~s 
of l)e-mar; Atak-Thomi, Atak-lVIemar, Komora, and Paoro). 
This li1st one is strongly tinted by the Central Tibetan dialect. 

• The Hor dialect preserved the pronunciation of certain prefixes. 
the voiced pronunciation of ancient voiced, and even the voiced 
pronunciation of some of the unvoiced. All the nomad dialects 
have as their common characteristic the pronunciation of cer
tain pr..e6.xes. The treatment of these prefixes varies accord-

ing to dialects : ;r~, zlog : Nya-rong and Go-log: za-lo~; Hor : 

z~>-log; Po-yul a~d Kong-po: Q.ok; Lh. <;to!!: (But in illo-J'~~ 

lam:zlog, pronounced lam-lok, " wrong ways" or "heretical 
doctrin•s.") 

~·.:::r, Nya-rong and Go-log: za-la-wa; la-wa; za-wa; 

Hor, of Thang La: za-wa; Hor of Nag-chu-ka: c;la-wa; Po-i'ul 
and Jfong-po: c;Ia-wa; Khams; c;la-wa; Lhasa: c;Ia·wa, "month." 

. ['~~·, rjogs, "finished", Pa·nag and Go-log: rjog, 
• Lhasa: ]ol!:. 

~=§':::r, ('gro-ba) to go; Pa-nag: p:o-wa; Hor: <;lo·wa; 

Lhasf). : <;~,o-wa. 

~~' "time", Pa-nag and Go-log: du; Ho.r: du; Lhasa: tu. · 
...., ' . 

~~~·.q, gsan-pa, :·another," Pa-nag and Go-log: zan-pa; 

Hor: zem-pa; Lhasa: sem-pa and 8~-pa. (A peculiarity of tbe 
Pa-nag dialect is the aspirate pronunciation of the initial 

~.q, dp--. • Ex. ~SC:.', dpmi, "army,'' Pa-nag: hu:u ; Hor : 

puu ; Lhasa : puu. 
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~qtl.l , dpal, "glory", Pa-nag: hal: Hor; pal; Lhasa: pe. 

A glance at this table of Tibetan Linguistic Areas wi111 
suffice to show that the most archaic dialects are found on the 
outer border of the country in distan t mountain valleys, or on 
uplands difficult of access, and distant from.any important and 
frequented trade-route. It is well known that the Lhasa dia
lect is the most importa.nt dialect of the . country. It is the 
lauguag'e of the only densely populated district of Tibet, the 
language of the capital, the language of Tibetan officialdom, 
and the every day idiom of the learned clas"" It is 
understood almost everywhere in Tibet, and in some place; 
even supersedes the local dialects. Should the Lhasa Govern
ment have succeedetl in establishii1g a strong grip over the 
country, the Lhasa dialect would have undoubtedly become 
the language of the whole country. It is the most evolved 
dialect of all the Tibetan dialects rapidly moving to a 
state of things when the tone and po:>ition in a sentence will • 
determine the meaning of words. Throughout the present 
paper the dialect is' referred to as Modern Central Tibetan. 

The dialect has six fundamental cha.ra.ct~ristics :-
( 1) The loss of all prefixes and suffixes. 
(2) The palatalization of vowels and consonants. 

. (3) The change of all voiced conson~ts into unvoiced 
of corresponding class, and the preservation of voiced after 
pr~fixes. 

(4) The loss of final dental nasal, and the nasalization 
of the preceding vowel. · . • 

(5) The simplifying of compound consonants changing 
them into do·mal dentals, and palatal affricates. 

(6) The importaht part played by :the ,tone- or acoustic 
· pitch. • 

I ·~hall describe the phonetic peculiarities of the Mcfdern 
, CentPal Tibetan under the above six headings. · 

The table of sounds of the modern Tibetan is as follows : 
rt' will be noticed ~ that the number of:]etters in the alphabet, 
reproducing the language of the VII-lXth century A.D., does 
not correspond to the number of actually existing sounds in 
~'[odern Central Tibetan : • 

:~ , 'a ' i.s a low-back·tvide vowel as in the Italian word 

"padre." 
According to native Tibetan Grammarians there is no 

separate sound 'a,' i:t being inherent in. each of the sounds of 
the Tibetan alphabet. · 

a, a corresponding long. 
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s~. 'e' is a. high-mid-front 'vowel. e corresponding long. 

\ ~, 'o' is a mid-back-wide-round. 

"' ~"r. 'i' is a high front vowel. 

t:.'l, · u' is a high-back· wide-round vowel; u is t.he 
-....:. 

corresponding long. Palatalized vowels: re, English ''man," 
o, o, ii (l.P.A y 1high front vowel, pronounced like German 
y/). Co! sponding long vowels: ~. o, u. Nasalized vowels : 
re, ~, 6, u, t Note that in Modern Central Tibetan all nasalized 
vowels are long 

There extst also in soine of the archaic nomad dialects 
short or irrational vowels, writ.ten by me!! and 11, wl1ich are found 
after pronounced prefixes, and sometimes at the end of words. 

• Diphthongs: ei, oi, ui, the second element of the diphthong 
is always short, and the first element is palatalized, except 'e.' 

The Modern Central Tibfltan possesses the follo1ving conso
nants. The vowel 'a' is said to be inherent in every conso
nant:-

1• k unvoiced velar. Ex. J~·J· kun tu, ''all", pro

nounced kil-tu'""" «.un-tu. 

~-The same softened ~efore 'e' and ' i. ' 

p, kh, the same slightly aspirated. Ex. ~~· k h y ad, 

"difference," pronounced khle. 
\ 

kh, the same aspirated -strongly. Ex . itlr-· 
\ ·-' 

• 
• kho12g, "he," pronounced khou . 

9· g voiced velar. Ex. "(J• dgu, "nine," pronounct d gu. 

g, the same softened before th.e vowels 'e' and ' i.' Ex. 

"' , =Tj~. gis, partiele of the instrumental case, pronounced gi. 

7• t, unvoiced inter-dental. 
r 

~. th, the same slightly aspirated. Ex. ~.:1:\·.q, thu.rba, 

" to be saved," thar-w<t. 

th, the same aspirated strongly. Ex. ~~·q, mthong· 

.... 
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ba, "·to see ," pronounced thoiJ·wa. 
t unvoiced domal.* th the samr slightly aspirated. 

~· · d inter-dental voiced. 1 

<! -indistinct voiced dental, found after prefixes. Ex. 

~~\!:1, 'doel-pa, pronounced <!8-pa. 

<;l voiced domal. Ex. ~·.q, zla-ba, "month",pronounced 

\fa-wa . 

.C, c affricate front-palatal unv:oiced. • 

a;, ch the same slightly aspirated. Ex. ~· chu," water", 

·pronounced chu. 

5:., palatal affricate voiced (l.P.A. {]3) Ex . 

o;.r::.r.J.t·.q·, mfal-ba, "to meet", pronounced re-wa. 

<:-. t, 1§ unvoiced dental affricate. Ex. ~·:q, r@i-ba, "to 

count" , pronounced t§i-wa. 

~. t§h(a) the same slightly aspirated. El . o;.r~~' mt§han, 

1 1 name, sign '', pr~nou need i§h~. 
i§h, the same aspil'ated strongly. Ex. ~. t§hva, salt, pro-• . 

nounced i§ha. 
... 

( Q.p voiced dental corresp.on'ding to t§. Somewhat 

like the R.ussian naQ.p6r. Ex. ~E."t:::.%\, '@ing·ra," stone-~·all," 

pron~unced @iu-ra 

q, p unvoiced bilabial. 

Z(f, ph the same slightly aspirated. Ex. ~.%\·e. phur

. hu, " magic dagger", pronoonced p11.11r- bu. 

ph the same aspirated strongly. Ex. ~c:::.·q; phung-po, 

" skandha ", pronounced phuu-po . 

* It will be noticed that I use "domal " for cerooral. I do in accor
dance to the suggestion put forward by Professor Ch. R. Lanman in his 
illuminating article "Sanskrit mutes called mii rdha.gya that is dcmal ", 
Festgabe Kaegi, Zurich, 1919, pp 93-lOl. 

• 

-----------~------------------~·--------------------------------------------------------------_. ............ ~ 
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.:::J, b voiced bilabi:~.l. In :\bdern Central Tibetan 

\ found on\y !\ttrr prefixes. Ex. ~a~. 'bum, · 100,000 ",pro

nounced bum 

• 

g, indistinct ~piced bilabial. Exp. !:!, ba, "cow,' ' pro

nounced ga. 

• 

~· n ah<eola·r nasal. 

r-· -., .u (a) velar na'lal, like Engli~h "bring." At the 

beginning of words it has a peculiar fricative pronunciation. 

Ex. ~·, ya, " I", pronounce,? .ua. 

J1 palatal nasa\, like Sp:1nish fl. 

~. m bilabial nasal. 

~. s, dental sibilant, like English" son ." 

. . 

3, s, unvoiced alveolal' sibilant, the modern unvoiced 

pronunciation of the ancient alveolar voiced spirant z. 

~' ;;, palatal sibilant, like English sh. An ancient z . 
• 

.. q, j, palatal sibilant made with the front of the tongue. 

~· fi, voiced glott.al fricative. Ex. ~·-oc:::·, ha-cang, 

"very," pronounced fia-ca.u . 
• 

CN, 1, semi-vd!Wel or consonantal 'f, like Russian ja. • 

re;, !:!, w bilabial semi·vowel 

"., r, front palatal voiced 

'll, 1, "clear 1" . 

0...,. vowel supp01t. 

Compound consonants in Modern Central Tibetan. The 

seveiloConsonants with a subjoined semi-vowel tJ,j', 
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[ ~".::Y7tfJ~ J 
~· , ~· 

, s· ~· s· ;r ~~ • ..,_, 

Transcr. kya khya. gya pya phya by a my a. 
Pron . c!a c111a ( Jla cia ch'fa . jla pa. 

' ( gla ca cha 
c!a( ca) 

The thirteen consonants with a subjoined 'r ' . 
• • 

[ -:\'.::Y7~~ J 

r.n· ~· =:)' ~· ~· ~· ~· 

Transcr. kra khm gra tra tlll'a dra bra 
· Pron. ta tha Q.a ta tha Q.a ~a 

• 

~· ;r .., ~· {!' ~· :jJ 
pbra bra mra zra gra· bra 
th·a ga ma ia sa nil. 

The six consonants with a subjoi!l~d '1 '. 

[ ~'"17tfJ~ J 
• 

~- g)' §i' ~· ~· ~1 r..r 

Transcr. kla gla bla ·. rla sla zla 
Pron. la Ia la la I a qa. • 

• The sixteen consonapts with a subjoined- rel' 
[ ~·~%\''-17~~rq J 

~ 

JT! ' (1' l:1_J' X)' ~· 7' l i· 
<l 

< <l <l <l 

Transcr. kva khva gva eva fiva tva dva tsva 
Pron. ka k 11a gii ca pa ta da t§a 

• ~ ~· ~ %\' 0-l' +j' ~· 11 
<l < <l < < < · < <l 

' 16hva sva zva rva Iva ~va sva hva 
t§ha sa sa ra la ·ja: sa fia. 
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The twelve consonants with a prefixed 'r '. 

Transcr. 
Pron. 

• 
\?!' 

Transcr. lka 
Pron. 

• Transcr. 
Pron. 

• 

ka 

-c~·~9 J .. 
'ii. tlj. ~· :• ~· ~· c::: ~ 
rka rga rna rja rfia rta 
ka ga ua ja " ua ta 

-· ~· .q· ~· ~· E'l ... 

' rda rna rba rma rtsa rdza. 
da na ba ma t§a ~a. 

The ten consonants with a prefixed ' 1 '. -[ t?-1'~9 J 
r.lS' ~· ~· ~- 5' ~· ~· ~· '!'J 

lga h\a lea lja lta Ida lpa lba 
ga ua ca Ja ta da pa wa 

The eleven consonants with prefixed 's '. 

-• c~·~9 J . 

ft1. ~r ~- ~· ~· ~· 

ska sga sua siia sta sda 
ka ga ua Jla ta da 

~- ~· ~· -.. ~· ~l 
en a spa sba sma st§a. 
na pa ba ma t§a. 

(1) The loss of prefixes and suffixes. 

295 

~~ 
lha 
la 

• 

Under this heading, I shall discuss the· treatment of the 
fiye prefixed letters g, d, b. m, ~ ('), and the three superadded 
letters 'r,' '1,' and 's.' In the Modern Central Tibetan the 
prefixed letters are as a rule left unpronounced. Each of the 
prefixed letters can be followed by a certain number of 
consonants :-

g is found before c, n, t, d, n, t§, s, z, ya., Q, s. 
d is found before k, g, n, p, b, m. 
b is found before k, g, c, I'j, rfi, t, d, rn, {:§, r~, s, z, rl, Q, s. 
m is found before kh, g, n, ch, J' ii, th, d, n, t§h, ~. 
h is found before kh, g, ch, L th, d, ph, b, t§b, ~. 
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~ 

Ex. :fj-o::fj. gcig, "one ", pronounced ci~ ; ~Sr.l.l, drmi, 

"silver," pronounced uu. 5-!f~·'f, mkhan-po, " abbot," pro· 

nounced kh~·po. 

The consonantal combination ~Q, db-has the sound of 

a semi-vowel " w "-

Ex. ~Qt:::, dban, power, pronounced wau. In case 

db-is followed by a subjoined 'ya ', the last one is 01tly pro- • 

nounced. Ex. ~SC::~. dbyans, pronouncd yau, "tune". 

In Modern Central Tibetan the superscribed letters r, I, and 
s are as a rule unpronounced but. the following con&~nant is 
affected. - . Ex. ~·.q, rgad-po, "old", according to the phonetic 

usage m Modern Central Tibetan, the word should be pronounc
ed ke-po, but because of the preceding 'r' the following conso
nant remains voiced, and the word is pronounced ge-po. Of. 

~ rdo, "stone", pronounced do. 

• When occurring at the beginning of the second syllables of --words, the superscribed' r' is pronounced. Ex. ~· ! , rdorje, 

" thunderbolt" , pronounced dor-je. In the archaic crialects 

of the nomads ~ rt~, ''horse" is pronounced rl:ita, whereas 

in Modern Central Tibetan it is pronounced ta. The other two 
superscribed letters 'l' and 's' are as a rule dropped, e ept • 

fri· lblf, pronounced lba, :• god". 

In the Ladaki dial~ct an ' s ' is often prefixed to words 
"' which begin with prefixes. Ex. ~'r~. dpe-cha, "book," pr~-

nounced in Ladakl ape-cha ; 

The Go-log and Pa-nag dialects often prefix an ' r' to words 

beginillng with a prefix. Ex. ~·.::r, lta-ba, "to look ", pro-

nounced rta-wa. Lb.. ta~wa. - . ~· sgo;" door", pronounced rgo. Lhasa: go. 

-• 

• 
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&~• skad, "speech", pronounced rkad. Lhasa: ke . 

• • But, ~· rta is again pronounced as in Ladaki ~ta . 

The final consonants are as a rule dropped in Modern 
Central Tibetan, and affect the pre·cediug vowel, its timbre and 
quantity. I shall speak about them fully under the next para
graph. 

Final suffixal 's' is always dropped, and the preceding 
con; :on ant is t.reated as if it were a final : 

• 

• . -
Ex. ~aq~, rnams, pronounced nam; ~t!J~·~(l), lugs-srol, -"manner, custom", pronounced lul>-s8; tlJti]~·~. lags-so," very 

well," pro~unced la-so (the suffixal 's' is dropped together 
with the preceding velf!or, ana the vowel is lengthened). 

(2) The palataliza.tion (softening) of vowels and COl;l.SO· 

nants. 
The Modern Central Tibetan dialects have until now pre

served two pronmwi9otion'l of words beginning with an ancient 
velar, folltn~ cd by a subjoined semi-vowel 'i': a velar and a 
"'"'latalized. 

-=--
Ex. the wor~ IS• kbyi, "dog" is pronounced both khii, 

and chii. 

6".· khyod, '·you", is both pronounced khm, and ch1Q. 

> c1o. 
· .QS)~· brgyad, "eight", is both pronounced gire, and 

fire. In the Modern Central Tibetan one hears oftener g'lre, 
wher~as in the Khams dialect, which is also strongl}' subject to 
palatalization, has· fire. • 

~·'f. rgyal-po, "king", is pronounced both gire·po 
""" 

and jlre-po. Jire-po is the regular pro~unciation in the Khams 
dialect. 

In all the above cases the inithl velar changed to a cor
responding affricate under the influence of the subloined semi
vowel. 

In the above the Modern Central Tibetan forms a good 
parallel to the Chinese, where ancient velars changed to dental 
affricates. 

~ Ex. PP, "investigate" is pronounced ~'i in modern Peki· 

nese , but was anciently pronounced k'iet. 
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This phenomenon of pala talization of vowel and consonant 
sounds is common in different degrees to all the Tibetan 
dialects. • • 

Ex. ~~·.q, dod-pa, to wish, Nya-rong: dod-pa ; 

Khams: d8-pa; Lhasa: Q.8-pa. 
The palatalization of vowels is caused by the loss of final 

consonants in Modern Central Tibetan. Just as in Chinese, the 
vowel of a Tibetan syllable ending in a consonant is " cons
cious" of the consonant following it. · 

There are ten final consonants in Modern Cent»al Tibet 
most of which are lost in the modern idiom. 

g- at the end of 11. word has a hardly percep~ible pronunc-

iation of a' k '. Ex. ~9· lug, sheep, .pronounced lul>. 

u- is the most difficult sound of Modern Cent~al Tibetan. 
At the beginning of a word it sounds as a strong nasal velar, A. 

kind of n'asal fricative. When pronounced, the tongue occupies • 
a middle position in the oral cavity, without touching either 
the t eeth, or the palate. The sound is then pronounced with a 
strong expiration. 

Ex. c::, IJa, I; ~·, lua, five, pronounced IJa. 

When at the end of words it has the soundo f -ng in th--
Englisli ' bring '. • 

Ex. ~c:·, ming, name, pronounced miu. 

d, I, s are dropped, and the preceding vowels p!tlatalized 
ifl 

aud lengthened. axv· ; u > u; 0 > 8 
e 

Ex. ~~~· bdud, devil, pronounced gu (the p~fixed 
"' . 

voioed bilabial is dropped but the following dental . is left 
voiced). · 

t:ll~()r~. gsol-ba, to pray , p~onounced so-wa. 

~~. spos, incense, pronounced po. 

n- the preceding . vowel is palatalized, nasalized, and 
lengthened. · 

Final dental nasal 'n' is changed to a bilabial nasal' m ', or 
dropped and the preceding vowel is palatalized, nasalized, and 
lengthened : 

..... 
Ex. ~~·.q, len-pa, to take, pronounced lem-pa, or 

more often l~.pa. 
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• • 
.q~~, bdun, seven, pronounced dn . 

-..:> --- )'; aj~·~, blon-chen, minister, pronounced lo-ch~. 

d, m, r- these three finals do not affect the pronunciation 
of the preced1ng vowel, and are pronounced. 

~' l§ab, substitute, pronounced l§ap. 

• ~~,esgam, box, pronounced gam . 

~"-, lnar, butter, pronounced mar, sometimes onl3 hears 

rna. (high rising tone) 

l:f, ba
1 
as an agentive particle after vow':lls and liquids 'r ' 

• and '1' has the sound of an English semi-vowel w. 

Ex. 0.,~!:1, 'gro-ba, to go, pronounced c;J.o-wa. 

trj1).::._·q, gtor-ba, to spread, pronounced to~-wa. -~(;l.J·.q, gsoJ·ba, to pray, pronounced s3-wa. 

Q.,, Q.·. It is difficult to determine the true nature of 

this s01!nd.1 I shall note here several of its pronunCiations. 
At the beginning of a word with an initial vowel it is pro
nounced as a semi-vowel 'w '. 

Ex. a,::n·.q, 'ug-pa, owl, pronounced '9Uk-pa. 
• ~"I 

.When standing at the end of a word it lengthens the pre· 
ceding- vowel. • 

Ex. !:110.,, bkaQ., order, pronounced ka .; ~~·~flO..• 

mtm-mkhaQ., sky, pronounced nam-kha. 

At the beginning of the second syllable of a word, it has 

often a nasal pronunciation. Ex. 'lTTJ~·~, bkaQ.·'gyur, 
-..:> 

pronounced K@n-jur. 

As a prefix it often interchanges with the bilabial nasal ' m ' 

1 See descriptiol'l given by Dr. J. va.n Ma.nen, reproduced in Schrader's 
Transcription a.nd Explanation of the Siamese Alphabet, Asia. Major, 
I, p. 56. 

• 21868 
• I 
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Ex .. 1:\~~·q._,~~~·q 1 ~2if' ._,~tlf 1 ~E,~·q._,~'e,"~·q 1 
. 'thun-pa._,mthun-pa; 'go •......,mgo; 'dzin-pa'......,rndzin-pa•; 

Further examples of nasal pronunciation of ' h' : • 

(~Of~~_q~; sal-'debs, offering, pronounc~d s~n-dep * 
> 8~-dep. ...._ 

' ~.q~·~~~· _sabs-'dren , degradation, pronounced sam-<;!~ 

(in the first word, the final ' l ' of the first syllable ts droppoo, 
and the initial '.!'! 'is nasalized, and the following dental under 
the influence of the preceding nasal dental remains voiced ; in 
the second case the final ' bs ' is dropped, and the ' h ' of 
the second syUable nasalized , becoming nasal biiabial 
under the influence of the preceding bilabial l b '). The 
dropping of final consonants has·produced homophonous syll
ables, and what is worse of similar tone. In order to distin- • 
guish between them the Tibetan has adopted, similar to the 
Chinese, a certain mode of expression in which two words of 
similar meaning or related meaning are grouped together, thus 
explaining each other. Dr. B. Karlgren has called such com-

pounds ••synonym compounds". Ex. ~·,:5, na-t§ha, illness, 

pronounced ~a-t§ba, where- 'na' means "ilftless ," and t§ha-wa 
" fever, or illness in general". The word 'na ' if used alone, 
could be easily mistaken .for ·a similarly pronounced word 

~· sna, nose, pronounced na. The word ~f~S ,• kun-<;la 
"' " image, figure," is also properly speaking a synonym compound, 

for both syllables have the same meaning" image, form, shape." 

The frequently occurring honorific expression ~tfj~·--~~' 
"' thu -sems, 'thought', pronounced thu-sem, belongs to the same 

class of compounds, as both words have the same meaning 
" mind, thought, opinion ". Some words of related meaning are 

grouped together, as for example {!:J~. ~o-khral , cusiom 

duty, pronounced jo-~he, where •jo' means dice, or any game 
in which Il'}Oney is involved, and '~he' is the proper word for 
"tax." 

Compare the Chinese expression _1§"1f!J,, i-s'i, "meaning," 
in which both words have the same meaning. 

(3) The change of voiced consonants to unvoic~rl of a cor
responding class, and the retaining of voiced after prefixes.· 

A comparative study of living Tibetan ialects reveals the 
important fact that in ancient Tibetan the voiced were pro
nounced, and that many present unvoiced were ancient voiced . 

• 

• • 
• • • • 
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The Modern Central Tibetan dialects have lost all voiced, which 
• are pronounced unvoiced, except when a voiced is preceded by 
•a prefix, in which case it ·preserves its voiced pronunciation. 
rn the archaic nomad dialects all ancient voiced are still pro
nounced as such, and even some of the ancient unvoic~d 'under 
the influence of the prefix become v·oiced ._ 

Ex. t:f1~.::7, gso-ba, to make, pronounced Lhasa: so·wa, 

but in the Hor dial!lct it is pronounced zo-wa,. with an alveolar 
¥Oiced spirant. · .. 

The . name for Tibetans ~·.q_, Bod-pa is pronounced 

bod-pa by the Hor-pas north of the Thang La, and the Nya
rong-was, put the Hor-pas south of the Thang La pronounce it 
already bo-pa, and sometimes p6-pa, the last form has been 

• taken over from the neighbouring Modern Central Tibetan dia
lects, and has preserved its pronunciation. The Amdo pronun
ciation * wo-pa is wholly anomalous. It would be interesting 
to study this semi-vowel pronunciation of an. initial bil~bial 
voiced. Rev. Jaschke in the phonetic table of Tibetan dialects 
appended to the introduction of his dictionary gives wo-mo as 

t.hE' pronunciation of ~·,;[ bu-mo, girl, Lhasa: pu mo, in 

• the Khams dialect. It is a great pity he did not specify the 
dialect more fully. Was it the dialect of Khams that is the 
mountain country round Chamdo, or some other dialect of 
Easter!! Tibet ~ From the pronunciation given in the table it 
sounds as Amdo. 

That voiced were pronounced in ancient Tibetan is proved 
by Tibetan transcriptions of Chinese words. Ex. the palatal 

. sibill nt ~· z is pronounced unvoiced in Modern Central Tibe-
• . 

· ~ 

tan, ~ut voiced ,in the archaic nomad dialects. Q~, 'bzi, • four, 

is pronounced si in Modern Central Tibetan, and zi in the Hor 
cPi.alect and the Ladaki. We have Tibetan transcriptions of 
Chinese words to prove that such bas been the case in ancient 
times. The modern Chinese huo-sa.ng, ~0 'fiij , represents 
an ancient * yiia-zian, the second syllable beginning with a 
sonant fricative. Now the usual Tibetan tranf'cription of 

the word is C<)'~t:_·, hva-sail, pronounced hiH!alJ, ·which cor-
~ . 

responds to an ancient * n"'a-zail, which is a fairly good re- . 
production of the. Chinese original. 

The di8a.ppearance of ancient voiced has resulted in a curi
ous phenomenon : the use of perfect stems in the present 
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"" tense. In Modern Central Tibetan one says: .:::Y'fl~'t:fl'~"'t:fl, . 
. ~ . 

bkag-gi 'dug, "he hinders;" pronounced ka-gi du, and n~t 
-.. <'--

~~~·~·~"9· 'gegs-kyi 'dug, which would be the proper 
"' 

form to use. The cause for -such a phenomenon is easily found. 
We know already the tendency of the language to pronounce 
initial consonant as unvoiced, unless they are preceded by a 
prefix. Now the perfect stems of Tibetan verbs often have ini
tial unvoiced, whereas the present stems have voiced \nitials. • 

-.. 
Ex. ~tl].q~·.q , 'gebs·pa, to cover, pf. bkab, JX:Onounced 

kap. 

~t:TJ~·q, 'gel-ba, to load, pf. bkal, pro~~nced in 

Mod. C. Tibetan : kal, ke. 

tap. 

~~.q~·.q, 'debs-pa, to establish, pf. btab, pronounced 

- !< ~"~·.q, 'don·pa, to expel, pf. bton, pronounced to. 

~~~·.q, 'bul·ba, to present, pf. phul, p:iQnounced pl.!u . 

C\'f'9'!:1, 'jog-pa, to place, pf. bsag, pronounced iia with 

a rising tone. In colloquial only the last form is used. • 
-.. 

~qq~·.q, 'bebs-pa, to cast down, pf phab, pronounced 

pl!ap. 
The general tendency of the language has influenced the 

use of verbal forms in the modern idiom. . • 
(4) The loss of final dental nasal, and the nasalization of 

the preceding vowel. 
This phenomenon is especially characteristic of the Mode;n 

Central Tibetan. I had the occasion to refer to it before. The 

final dental nasal ~' n is dropped , an4 the preceding vowel 

nasalized and lengthened. In case the preceding vowel is 'o ' or 
'n ', it is palatalized, and becomes ' o' and 'ii' before receiving 
the nasalization. 

Ex. ~, skyon, imperfection, pro~ounced ci6. · 

- . 
~5\1~-~~. sems-ca.n, living being, pronounced sem-c!;. 

• 
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~·~~. don-chen, of high importance, pronounced t8: 

-. 
~tl]·~~· dge-rgan, teacher, pronounced ge-g~ . 

(5) The simplifying of compound consonants, changing 
them into domal dentals, and palatal affricates. 

A striking feature of the Modern Central Tibetan is that it 
does not suffer consonantal groups or several consonants to

ther at'the beginning of words. l'he Tibetan orthography 
still r~presents the ancient state of things (VII-IXth A.D.), 
when Tibetan was a dis::syllabic language. 

With the gradual disappearance of prefixes in the spoken 
language, ~t became quite impossible to articulate compound 
consonants, that is several consonants at the beginning of 

• words. 
Compound consonants with a f!ubjoined ' r' gradually 

changed into domal dentals, and those with a subjoined semi
vowel ' i' became palatal affricates. 

~ 

:;]. gra > Pa-nag and Khams : ]~a> Lhasa <;~ra > <;la > ~a. 

1!1.· kra > fa-nag and Khams: era > Lhasa: Fa > ~a . 

:;] . 
• ,. 

~· 

gra~. 
dra . / <;Ira > <;la > ~a. 

s . bra // .. 
• T_!J. kra ~ 

pra~ 
• 

:?· 

!:J. 
!4 --.;' 

khra -------

phra/ 

p•a > ta. 

E r.l2il-rt, ' b x. -1 ~ """~ gro- a, to go, pronounced <;io-wa, sometimes 

~l'o-wa. 

5tl]"?f. dra8-po, fierce, pronounced dak-po, sometimes 

c;Irak·-po. 
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z:!j.Q, grub, pf. of 'grub-pa, to accompli:lh, pronounced 
"' tup or p·up. • 

e-. . 
~~~·.q, 'khrid-pa, to lead, pronounced ~hi-pa. 

~9· phrag, ravine, pro~ounced ~~ak, t;hrak. 

It will be noticed from the above that sometimes an 'r' is 
sounded after the domal dental. It shows that tlje process 
of transformation of compound consonants into simple doma, · 
dentals is not yet finished, and this results in a nPrt.- in fluctu-
ation of pronunciation. <? 

g, - P.ronounced pya > ca Ex. a~· spyod, conduct, 
"" • 

co. 

~· phya > c'll-a. Ex. ~~· phyag, hand, pronounced 

i!bak. 

S· bya > ja > ca. Ex. s~~r.q, byams-pa, Mait

reya, pronounced ciam-pa.1 

The native Tibetan scholars say that 'bya' has the sound 

of ~. J, but j in modern pronunciatiOn is pronounced similarly 

to~. c. • 

Some of the words with 'Ihtial compound consonants have 
an irregular pronunciation, v-. y often they are borrowings from 
other dialects, and preserved t 1eir dialectical pronunciatioJ,l. 

Ex. ~-~~· sbra-nag, "black felt tent of the nomads '' . ..... . 
is pronounced ba-nag in the nomad dialects. In the Central 
Tibetan we should expect a pronunciation ~a-na-l!:, but it is US· 

ually pronounced ba-na-l!:, because the wqrd has been borrowed 
from the nomads, and .has presf>r ved its pronunciation of the no
madic north. The autochthon word for tent in Modern Central 

"Tibetan is · tlf\, gur, pronounced kur. 

"' {6) The tone system in Modern Central Tibetan. 
It is not my object to give here an exhaustive l>tudy of the 

1 But ~S,i!-rtJ. 'byam-pa, to flow over, because tif the pr~fixed ' h ' is 

pronounced jam-pa. 

• 
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Tibetan tone system, its ancient aspect, and the differences 
existing between the ancient Tibetan, and th~ Modern spoken 

•. Tioetan. Such a study necessitates a thorough comparative 
10tudy of all the existing dialects from the point of view' of their 
respective tonetics, and the settling of the question of the in
fluence exercised by the prefixes and suffixes on the tone 
My object is to give a descriptive account of the tone sys
t.~m in Modern Central Tibetan, as spoken in the provinces of 
U and Tsang. 

A tone is essentially an acoustic pitch inherent in the word . 
.Of all th~ Tibetan dialects, the Modern Central Tibetan has the 
fullest tone system, which plays a highly important part in it. 
In every• Tibetan word there is inherent a certain tone, and 
words otherwise phonetically identical can be distinguished by 
their different tones. The tone system of the Tibetan language 
must hale undergone considerable changes in the course of 
time, and the modern spoken dialects have a varying number 

• of tones. It is well known that tones are often due to the dis
appearance of prefixes. The ancient Tibetan has been an 
essentially dissyllabic language, most of its words being com
posed of a prefix and an accented root. The unaccented prefix 
with a very short --vowel (irrational) .gradually wore away, and 
the accent on the word, which became a monosyllable, gradually 
changed into a melody or tone, indicating the former. existence 
of the disappear~d prefix. In those dialects in which the pre
fixes are still used, there is less necessity for tones. Such idioms, 
as the Western Tibetan dialects, the archaic nomad dialects of 
the N~1:th-East, and some of the East Tibetan dialects, which 
have preserved the pronunciation of some of the prefixes, have 
almost no tone system altogether, on the contrary those of 
Central Tibet, and some of the South-eastern Dialects (Kong
po, Po-yul), which have lost the pronunciation of prefixes, 
developed a tone system, essential for the correct understand· 
ing•of a Tibetan sentence. To transcribe the Modern · Central 
Tibe~n phonetically without indicating the tone or acoustic 
pitch will render the language utterly unintelligible. 

Different scholars proposed · different schemes of Tibetan 
tone system. Rev. Jaschke distinguished petween two t-ones, 
the high and the deep one. The high tone, according to him, 
is found in words beginning with soft consonants preceded by a 
prefix or else beginning with a hard consonant, the second was 
found in words beginning with uncompounded soft consonants 
in the written language. Rev. Jaschke, who did much ex· 
?ellent pioneer work in the field of Tibetan phonetics, laboured 
m Western Tibet, and his s9heme of Tibetan tones does not 
cover well the system of tones existing in Modern Centra.] Tibe-
tan. , • • 

Rev. Graham Sandberg, whose object of study has been 
the Modern Central Tibetan, distinguished three tones : 

,_ 
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The high pitched tl]~%\, gser, nail, pron. ser. 

-.. 
The medial tl]~J:\, gser, gold, pron. ser. • 

Low resonant ~. zer, said, pron. ser. 

Cf. Rev. Graham Sandberg, Handbook of Colloquial Tibe
tan, Calcuttp., 1894, p. 13. 

Professor August Conrady in his " Eine Indochniesische 
Causative-Denominative Bildung ", 1896, pp. 91·103~ followe~ 
the above system with slight modifications. 

Rev. E. Amundsen in his "Primer of Standard "ribetan " , 
has proposed a scheme of six tones, which number can, however, 
be reduced to fo ur, as in two cases the difference de:eends only 
on the length of the tone, and not on its musical hei5'ht. 

Tone l. High pitched ; often nasal, and short as if butted 
against something. • 

'l'one 2. High like Tone l, but long. . · 
Tone 3. Medium pitch and short like tone 1. 
Tone 4. Medium pitch and long. 
Tone 5. Curved tone ; deep but gradually raised to medium 

pitch, like saying "two" in a surprised questioning tone. 
Tone 6. Descending long tone. • 
Rev. E. Amundsen has based his scheme of tones on the 

classification of ancient Tibetan tones by native grammarians, 
• ="' e-.. ....,-

as found in the Si-tui Sum-ta~ ( ~·jt::\.~5-l'ijtl]~ ): %(!, pho, 

"' -high; 5-~·~c:,·, ma-nii1 , medium; ~. mo, low ; 

9in-tu-mo, very low; ~try ... q~, mo·gyam, lowest; ~~~~~, 
m1§han-med, nameless.1 

. This ancient classification does not correspond to the sys
tem of tones in the Modern Central Tibetan. I venture to pro· 
pose a somewhat different scheme, which corresponds well to 
he modern position of tones in the spoken Central Tibetan . 

The Modern Central Tibetan has three tones: the rising tone, 
the even tone,· and the falling tone, each of these tones can in its 
turn be pronounced in a high pitch and a low pitch, making 
in all six melodies or tones . 

1 The above terms are alternative . designatiolls for the d ifferent 
classes of sounds !\lettersl\, and have notbing·to do with the tones . 

... 
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• 

• 

l. Rising tone 

II. ven tone 

• 

• 

Signs adopted. 

r high , ~%\·?f. ~ser-po, yellow, pron. 
I 

i low ' 1 9~~·2[ 
ee"-po. 

gsal-po, bright, 

l pron. se'-po. 

r High long = ~~,eras, son·, pron.se= 

1 
l Low long = ~~. sas, inRtrumental 

of ~.sa, earth, pron. se-

r high accented " .q~~. bsad, pf. of 
1 

I. Falling tone { ~~~·.q, gsod-pa, to kill, pron. se''. 
I 

llow abrupt ~~. sed, file, pron. se' . 

Let us take the syllable ' po '. If pronounced in the rising 

tone, it means " away, off", and is written ~'l, bos, pron . 

........--~ e--. -.. 
p3"' as in the sentence f1" s~·s~·.q·~~. kho bros phyin-pa-

• red, pronounced kho po" ci -pa-re, "he went off". If pro-
nounced in the high even tone po, it :tneans . " incense" , -Rnd is written ~~. spos. Finally, if we say in an abrupt 

falli;g tone po', the word will mean "Tibet", and is written 

~ ~ od 

The syllable 'Jli' bas several pronounciations: 
"" • ~~· iiid, self, pronounced in the high rifling tone ]1i". 

~9~·.q, sfiigs-pa, degenerated, pronounced in the low 

rising tone Jli(l>)' -pa. 
"" 9'~~. giiis, two, pronounced in the even tone (high long) 

1 The low ri~<in~ tone has a tendency to disappear f m the language, 
although still heard in some districts. 
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..... 
~' rni, trap, pronounced in the even tone (low long) )1i- ·. 

r:J'l~~ ' gfiid, sleep, proneunced in the falling tone (high . • 

accented) Jli" . ..... 
~~·.q, rfiid-pa, to fade, pronounced in the abrupt tone 

Jli'. 
It can be clearly seen from the above examples that the 

presence of a prefix or suffix affects the tone of the word, the 
first accentuates the pronunciation; the second, by •changinr; 
the timbre and quantity of the preceding vowel, affects the 
~. . 

Ex. rrr.q, ka-ba, pillar, a_ word neither preceded by a 

prefix, nor followed by a.. suffix, is pronounced ka-wt~ wit.h an 
abrupt falling tone. 

~f'1, ska-ba, thick, preceded by the prefix 's ', is pro· 

nounced ka"-wa in a high accented falling tone. 

'11~, bkag, } . 
preceded by prefixes, and followed by 

~fT1~, . dkag, 
• 

b.' (which should be considered here as a suffix) are both pro. 
nounced ka= with a high high even t~ne . 

..... '11r:J'l, bkag, pf. of ~o!:lfl~·.q, 'gegs-pa, to hinder, pro-

nounced ka" .. The word has a prefix, and is therefore pro
noun_ped accented with a high pitch, the suffix-g, pronounced as 
a sharp short l!: makes the timbre of the preceding vowel rise, 
and the word is pronounced with a high rising tone kal>' > • ka", 

as in the sentence i'J.l~'1''11"11'tl'~~· lam-ka bkag-na~red, 
the· road has been blocked, pronounced lam' -ka ka"-wa-re (pa 
is usually pronounced wain the colloquial language). 

It is interesting to note that the above scheme of tones, 
rising, even, falling, corresponds well to the tone system in the 
Chinese of the Vlth century A.D , which had an even, a rising, 
a falling, and an abrupt tone, each of the three could be pro
nounced in a high and low pitch-making in all eight different 
melodies. The only difference is that in the Tibetan system, 
the abrupt tone represents a variety of the falling tone . 

. The tones have considerably reduced the number of homo
phones in Central Tibetan, yet in rapid speaking, and specially 
in writing (Tibetan using an alphabet has n~t the benefits of 

• 
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the ideographic scripts of the Chinese in rendering homophonous 
words; a word unorthographically written often changes com
pletely the meaning of a sentence, and the real sense has tc be 

\ liscovered from the context) mistakes are often made even by 
Tibetans themselves. In order to remedy the situation the 
Tibetan language uses synonym compounds, which have been 
a:Joready mentioned in the course of the present paper. 

The study of Tibetan compounds will undoubtedly revP J 
many important facts for the evolution of the language. 

In conclusion, I must say, that Tibetan evolves on close •' 
similar lines to the Chipese. The loss of old consonanted grouph 

the beginning of words ; the loss of final consonants 
(Central Tibetan is not yet through with the process); tendency 
to replace -voiced consonants by corresponding unvoiced; change 
of initial gutturals to affricates-to mention only a few simi
larities. 

The study of Tibetan is highly important for Sinological 
studies, for the phonetic transcription of the Tibetan of tl. 

• Vllth century A.D. created by Thon-mi Sambhot;a and hi, 
colleagues, faithfully preserves all that Chinese has lost, and 
Modern Central Tibetan shows us a language in the proce!'s of 
evolution towards a goal very similar to the present sta~e of 
Chinese. 

I close the present paper by giving a shorb Tibetan text in 
transcription according to the pronunciation of Modern Cen· 
tral Tibetan, and JUarking the tone of each word. 

HILLSIDE, 

Darjeeling. 
12th October, 1928. 

-
• 

• 

GEORGES DE ROERICH. 
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The story of Lost Son. 

~r6~·~·~·vl\·~~·Z(f~·~~~·s·s~·q~ 1 ~·~·~~·~· 
• ......- C'. eo._ -..-- .....,.- -... ........- ....,.., 

fl~'l\C:'l]~r ~r?.l·~~~-.q~~ ·~~,rOil\·~~· q· 'f~tll~·c;·r?.~~~·~~ ·. 
..... ....,_,-., eo-.. . ........- <!"'-. c--.. -... ,. eo-.. 

a;"'·q·s~·~~·~~·q~·s~·~ 1 ~~·i)'lj':~r~·~~·~~·i)tij·~~·q· 

(?.j'Z(f~·c-21~·~~ 1 Z(f~·£1q~·s~·~ 1 "~·q.l\~·~~·q~~·~·~· 
. . 

......-:--... ........- :;-... -....- -... -..,-

q ~·a;~·q~~ 1 a;·~·'l]~~·~~·~~·~~·~~·c;·t:\::1''1~' ~~· 

q~·q~~''ll\'~~·q~·r:iJ·rli·Q~'lj 1 ~·~~·~~·~~.:4~~·~~~· 
~ -... ........- ........-........-

~S~')''f~'lj 1 Q.3~·~~·~'l1IS~ 1 ~·~~·s~·'ll·a;~·ql\· 

c-... -.. -d<:"'-.-.. 
~~CTJ·q~·~~·~~·~~·s~·~~·~~·c_J·q~~ 1 ~·~~·~~\~P~r 

•-...:;; I 

e--.. -..-... ~ c:--..~ -.. 

~'ll·~c;~·~·'f'lJ'Z<fQ~·q.l\·s~·~~ 1 ~~·Z(r~a;·~~·"~·~·y·~· . "" -...:;; 
c:--.. ~ ::--.. ........- c:---

~~~·.q~~~·~~ 1 ~~·~~·~·~~·~·(?.j 1 ~l\·~~·~~·l\~·s· 

~c:--. -..c:--.. e--. • -.. 
D.l~·q~·CTJc;~·s~·~~ 1 ~·~·tfJ~·q~·s~·~~·~·(?.j ·~·5:1\·s~· 

~ C'. c--. <:"-- -.. 

q·q~~-~·~~·0-1·~~·-q~·s~·~~ 1 ~q~·~~·(?.j·~q~·s~·~· 
-...:;; -...:;; "" • 
~ ...... :"'.. ........-" ......- ....,- . .....-

q CTJ·~ l ~·q~~·~·~~·~q~·~F~·q~·~q·~·rll·~~·c;~·~(.l .q· 
~ . 

.....,_.....,_... C"-- c::--.. <:"-- .......,_. 

8'l]~' ~~- "f''l]' ~· Q' ~~·.%\~' ~~· ~~~- ~- Ql~· "!.%\' ~· 
-...:;; 

• 

[From the ~~-~~·q~·~Tlll\ 1 Dam-c'os pad-dkar] . 

Transcription : 
Bu. stor. ba~i. lo. rgyus. 

Mi. gcig. gi. bu. stor. nas. pha:s 'tshol. du phyin. pas. 
Bu.· ma. rfied. nas. khoil. rail. gis. yul. gci~ bzuri. nas. nor. 
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maiL po. bsags. te Ions. spyod. chen. po. byed. kyin. yod. pagi. 
dus. na/ \an. cig. bu. de. yud. tsam. cig . byun. ba. la phas. no. 
{;;,3s. nasj phas. thabs. byas. te dan por. rail. nas. bzun. na. rgyal. 
p _i chad. pa'mj cho. rna. gcig. byuli. sfiam. nas.J)ros. te. 'gro., 
bas; dan. po. rna. bzun bar. sprail. polji. zla. Ia. bSag/ de. nas .. yai.l. 
tshur. bsilen. te. srari. 'phyag. tu. bcug/ bzalj. yan. drag. tu. byin.' .., 
de. nas. khyod. go. chod. par '~ug. pas. nari las. gyis. l?yas nas . 
nail. la bcug; de . nas. mdzod kyi. Ide. mig. gtad. de. bag. 
phebs. p!!.r. byas. nas,· pbyis. pba. 'chi balji. dus su. fie du. 
rnams. bsags . nas, 'di. ria~i. bu. yin. pa. la/ stor. nas. yun. rill. 
dw.lon. pa~i. gtam. byas. nas/ da. il.a. rgas. pas. khyed. kyis. i:Ja .. 
la. li. !tar. byed. pa. bSin. du. 'di. la gyis. 9ig. byas. nas/ dbai:J. 
phyug. l~dban. byed . du. bcug. go; de. bSin. du. slob. dpon. 
mkhas. pas. slob. _rna. la. yon. tan . bslab. lugs. dan. po. go. sla. 
ba. nas. rim. gyis. khrid. na. brtan. por. 'gyur. ba. yin. no. , 

THE STORY oF A LosT SoN. 

I Phonetic transcription I 
Pu'-tor"-wei' lo'-Ju-. 

ml'-ci:j>''-gi- pu' tor"-ne= phe- g,hol'-du- ci:.- pe-. Pu' 

ma'·J1e'-ne= h.hmJ'-ra:tf-gi -'IU-- oil>' SUIJ'-ne= nor'-malJ'·po'sa' -te\. 
• lm:f-co- che-po- ce'-k'il-- 'io-- pei- tU.-- na- le-- ci\1"' pu'-te-

Hi"- "(§am'-cil;.' culJ'-wa-- -Ia -phe- IJo'-je--ne=, phe- thap"-ce--te": 

.''talJ"-po·- ra!J'·ne- suti''-na- gl~- -poi= ce'-pa'-am", cho"-ma'

cil>' cuu' J1am'-~e= po"-te- qo'-we- ·" Tau'-po" ma'-8UIJ'-war' 

ta:u"-poi- g.a--la- sa'. Te'-ne= 'farJ g,hur'-]11:'; --te= SaiJ' chall:' . 
tu- .cul>". sa--'ia!J' tall:'-tu- ci -- . Te'-ne- c!O' ko'-cho'-par' 

dull:'pe• DalJ'-le- g]i- ce--ne= naiJ'-Ia- cull'. Te' -ne- Qpci'-kJ:i 

de'-mi' tc'-te=pa'-phep'-par- ce--n€=. chi-- pha' chi--wei

ttl." -sn -J1e'-tu'-nam' sa' -ne= : "Di -IJei= pu' 'li-pa -- la-, tor" -ne= 

lU--riu--ctu- 15--pei- t~m'-ce--ne=. ta' ua' ge--pa- k1e-k1i-

1Ja'-la- cl'-tar' ce--pa' si--du- di=-.Ia- g'ii--jill:' ce--ne=, waiJ' 

chuk'-la- wa!J'·ce--du-cul>-ko=." 

Te--81--du- lop'-p8- khe--pe- lop'-ma'-la- 16--t~-lap'· 

lul>' ta!J'-po- ko'-la'-~.va'-ne = rim'-kii .. ti--na- te~-po' -jiit'-wa- · . . 
n--no=. 
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Translation. 

A fat l r having lost his son, set out to search for hi.m• 
Unable to til)l the boy, he settled in a certain country, and b~
came very · :.lthy. One day he got a glimpse of his son for a 
moment,.ano1 recognised him. 

He thr .,;ht: "If I take hold of him at once, he will fear 
punishment h.om the king or a quarrel, and will run away,,"· 
According] . he did not hold him, but left him among the 
beggars. · 'Hen the boy came again. he bid him sweep the 
street, ga.ye him plenty of food, and said: "If you do it well, 
you can nerform E>'t>me work in the house ; " and he assigntld 
him a task1ii.I the house. A little later he entrust~_htm ·with 
the key -., }ie store-room. 

After ,;ome time had elapsed, the father, feeling his death 
approach, said to the assembled relatives: "This is my son . 
He has been lost, but returned to me after a long' •period. I 
am aging; conduct yourselves towards him, as towards me. I . 

· place him under the mercy of the Protector." 
. So do the learned preceptors instruct their pupils, first 
beginning with easy assignments , and gradually establishing 
them in learning. 

• 

• 

• 

• 

.. 
lsiiUed June 13th,1933. 
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